“Microscopics of Quantum Annealing in the Disordered
Dipolar Ising Ferromagnet LiHoxY1-xF4”
The technique of “quantum annealing” (QA) involves using quantum fluctuations to find the
global minimum of a rugged energy landscape. For some problems it has been shown to
produce faster optimization than thermal annealing (TA), and it has been adopted as one
technique used for quantum computing (adiabatic quantum computing). Conceptually, QA is
often framed in the context of the disordered transverse field Ising model, where a magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the Ising axis tunes the quantum fluctuations and enables a
“better” (lower energy) spin configuration to be obtained via quantum tunneling. A celebrated
material example of this model, LiHo0.45Y0.55F4, was shown decades ago to exhibit faster
dynamics after a QA protocol, compared to a TA protocol. However, little is known about the
actual process of optimization involved and ultimately what the optimal spin configurations are
like.
We have set out to understand the microscopics of QA in LiHo0.45Y0.55F4 using diffuse
magnetic neutron scattering. We performed the same protocols as initially used to
demonstrate QA in this material, and find that the QA protocol results in what appears to be
the equilibrium state, whereas TA results in a state that continues to evolve over time. This is
as expected if QA indeed provides an optimization “speed up” compared to TA. However, we
also clearly observe evidence that the transverse field does more than just introduce quantum
fluctuations; namely, it produces random longitudinal fields, which had been previously studied
theoretically and experimentally. Thus, while the material does respond to QA differently than
TA, it is not a simple annealing problem; the energy landscape being optimized is changing as
the optimization proceeds. Understanding this version of quantum annealing could be of
interest in the context of adiabatic quantum computing, possibly for designing new algorithms,
or for accounting for unwanted experimental effects.
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